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Holy Land

“DO IT YOURSELF” ISRAEL

A journey to the Holy Land, getting to know the “miracle” of Israel’s DIY.
A fast-growing sector, thanks to export, in search of new opportunities in
Italy as well.

A country that wouldn’t leave
you indifferent, fascinating as it is
complicated, Israel is not like any
other country, not even when you
talk about DIY.
With a surface, as large as “our”
Lombardy, and a population of 7.7
million inhabitants, the Holy Land
has always captured the world's
attention, and even today still fills the
front pages of newspapers, known
mostly for the internal conflict with
the Palestinian people and for its
controversial foreign policy. The
Editorial staff of Ferramenta 2000
has had the opportunity to get to
know and visualize a less known
aspect of this country, the “do it
yourself” aspect.
The purpose of our trip to the Holy
Land was to see for ourselves the
Israeli DIY sector, a fast-growing
sector, mostly thanks to exportation.
In 2011 the DIY sector had a
“turnover” of 1.3 billion dollars,
which presents a growth of 12%
comparing to 2010.

Tumbling Composter, allows us to
accelerate the process of turning
green waste into compost in 3-4
weeks and you get 180 liters of
fertilizer. It is a product of D.F. Omer.
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For the professional market hand
washing wipes Big Wipes are ideal for
the cleaning of surfaces and utensils as
well, for the removal of all kind of dirt
and grease, eliminate traces of silicone.

Shelf holders, adjustable in height produced by
Spiral Supports

Despite the crisis that grips the entire
globe, Israel's economy continues to
grow and in 2011 the GDP growth per
capita was 4.8%, with an increasing
rate of industrial production, equal to
2%. In addition, Israel has managed
to decrease its unemployment rate
to a historical level of 5.6% (while the
European average is over 10%).
Both import and export continue to
grow to 3.8% and 9.2% respectively,
numbers that can be envied even by
Germany!
We were invited by
the government
The invitation to come
to Israel arrives from
Caroline Nave, Business
development manager
of home and family
products of The Israel
Export & International
Cooperation Institute
that we had the chance
to meet in some of the
international meetings
dedicated to DIY, an
invitation which we

accepted most
willingly.
The
Israeli
Export
institute
and
the International
Cooperation, is
an entity that
aims to promote
and develop the
import / export
field,
and
is
located in Tel Aviv.
The journey itinerary is
busy. On our first day
at the institute we met
ten representatives of
the companies that are
interested in the Italian
market. Some of the
companies are already
present in our
country, and
in that case
their aim was
to
magnify
their visibility, others
were looking for a
distributor: “we sell our
products in 20 countries
around the world –
explains Hagai Chass,
marketing manager of
D.F. Omer, a company
that produces items for
the garden - however,
in France and in Italy we
can’t find a distributor,
mainly because it is difficult to
“enter” the big chains of DIY and
secondly because our product is
seasonal. Our company thrives on
export; the local market covers only
a small part”. On the other hand,
Big Wipes products are already
sold in Italy, both in traditional and
in large retail channels. Big Wipes
are practical hand-washing wipes
or as Meirav Pelded, international
market manager Big Wipes defines
them “professional wipes”, able to
remove grease, dirt and even dried
paint. “Italy is a new market, but it’s

In 2011 the
DIY sector had
a “turnover”
of 1.3 billion
dollars, which
presents a
growth of 12%
comparing to
2010.

Different sized shelves. Ram Quality

AN INSTITUTE FOR EXPORT
Israel Export & International Cooperation
Institute (IEI) is a no-profit organization founded in 1958 by
the Israeli government and private funds. The IEI promotes
the area of import / export of goods and services, encourages
trade relationships, cooperation and strategic alliances,
between thousands of Israeli companies. The Institute
maintains and develops the commercial and diplomatic
relationships of national companies all over the world. It
provides information and counseling, offers linkages and
assistance. One way is the formation of trade delegations
that visit foreign countries and foreign delegations that
come to visit Israel. IEI operates through two main
divisions: Technology industries division and a Consumer
goods division. To contact us please write to Caroline Nave
(nave@export.gov.il) or visit the website www.export.gov.il.

Flexi is a range of tools holders,
ergonomic and flexible. Keter

growing. Our products are suitable
for many uses – explains Pelded from workshops and industries to the
automotive area”. Also in this case,
exportation is a fundamental factor
and the products of Big Wipes are
not sold in the country where they are
produced, that is Israel.

The innovative filter system for water purification. An
indicator indicates when it is time to clean it, you do
not need to replace, it lasts forever. Noga Water Care.

Vargus products are also sold in Italy,
tells us Motti Yizhaki, marketing &
product manager. Vargus produces
a wide range of tool holders, cutters
and inserts for threading on a lathe
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PARTNERSHIP WITH ITALY
The image of agricultural country founded on Kibbutz socialism, has been
supplanted by that of a new Silicon Valley on the shores of the Mediterranean
where a large number of start-up companies is supported by an increasing
flow of foreign investments. A Silicon Valley that recently has consolidated
an important relationship also with Italy. Generally, the penetration of
Italian products into the Israeli market is respectable, thanks to the positive
consideration of products “Made in Italy”, in terms of quality, prestige, design
and technology. Moreover, thanks to the geographic and cultural proximity,
Italy represents the ideal gateway into the European market.

Some of Terraflex gardening products

apparatuses and milling
and manufactured in components, worldwide. We can find
machines. “Our products
Israel, is simple but their products in the most important
are threading items that
resistant, the ABS companies in the gardening sector and
are used by many Italian
version, for example in other chains of large distribution, for
industries including Fiat –
can withstand up to example the Italian Bricocenter which
he says – we created an
100 kg.
sells the material under a private
innovative patent which
Galcon
company label. “Our polycarbonate tubes are
allows us to smooth the
produces equipment of excellent quality - says Itay Shalit,
edge of the object even
for irrigation, “it is the executive V.P marketing & sales –
in the presence of curves, 9000 Series Controllers, third largest producer because we produce also the raw
and perfect it with a simple Galcon irrigation controller. For in the world” explains material. Moreover, we specialize and
small gardens and terraces.
movement. It is a simple
Mike Yaniv, Europe
and very effective tool that guarantees Manger, who also arrived to the
a risk-free working environment.
institute’s meeting to display his
company’s products. “We have
External growth
created a new series of control units
A different kind of product is that guarantee a total control also
presented by Amir Shpitalni, the from a distance. Some models, in
young CEO of Spiral Supports. fact, are equipped with a SIM card
The company produces special shelf and can be regulated from afar, no
holders which enable us to adjust matter where the user is”.
Milega outdoor tents. Easy to build and
the shelf’s height and to place the Terraflex is one of the principal
transfer. They are indestructible.
shelves perfectly together. “I opened producers of PVC and polycarbonate
the company three years ago and
my main markets are the United
KAPRO KIBBUTZ
States and Canada, now I sell also
Kapro is one of the most important producers of levels in the world; the head
in Egypt – he says – but I still doesn’t
office of the company is located in Galilee, in Kibbutz Kadarim. Forget longdistribute in Italy because my product
haired socialist, in this Kibbutz are produced items of high technology that are
requires a partner of medium or large
sold all over the world. Only on the shelves of Obi Germany there are thirty
dimensions. The product, realized
items that are manufactured here. It is truly incredible but part of the profits
are distributed among the members of the kibbutz and the company also carries
out social activities and volunteer work inside the community, as well as giving
work to many of its members. For Kapro as well export covers the largest part of
commercial, equal to 95%. 65% of the revenue derives from the European market.
"Ours is a very special company, we were able to maintain a human dimension,
almost "family like", and despite the global vision of international marketing,
we adopt an "open doors" policy which means that each worker can enter the
managers’ offices without an appointment, for tips and criticism”- Says Kapro
CEO Rafi Ben Joseph. Furthermore, we have recently opened an office in China
where we have tried to export also our professional model, though, their mentality
is very different, and the policy of "open doors" has created some problems with
the Chinese employees. For us, the challenge is not only to increase exportation,
but also to export a professional model that is more sustainable”. Beside the
Russian market (one of the most important), the American and the European,
Kapro exports to Africa, Egypt, Brazil and China.

Laser Pointer 896 Prolaser® 5-Dot Self-Leveling, Kapro
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START UP NATION
Today Israel is the second country after the
United States for its number of companies
listed on Nasdaq. It has the highest density
of start-up companies in the world (one
every 1,844 citizens), and a level of capital
venture two times and a half higher than
that of the United States. The biblical myth
of productiveness of the Jewish people
doesn’t fail and it brings the country to a
“renaissance”, smiling at the face of crisis.
In numbers, the tiny state of Israel has an
investment level that is twice as big as this
of the United States’, 30 times higher than
the European one, and 80 times higher than
in China. Well, here is the Startup Nation.
The Israeli formula is dated in 1993 and
has a name: Yozma ("initiative" in Hebrew),
a program that, thanks to attractive tax
rebates, flooded the country with invested
capital, thus encouraging the creation of
thousands of startup technologies in a
short time.

Holy Land

Creativity and initiative
fundamental, everything
The story of Yogev
started from the need to
Avisar, Milega’s CEO
organize his own home
is a good example of the
workshop.
He
then
typical Israeli professional
designed a stackable
resourcefulness
(and
system of small plastic
not only). During our first
boxes that organizes
meetings we immediately
the working area and
Tool holder, Combwise
noticed how the manner
keeps everything within
of representation and the way of reach. The boxes are transparent, of
doing business are deeply different different size and are easy to move
from the Italian way. The professional “you can store screws, bolts and
relationships are very direct, the dyes” tells us Tal.
environment is less formal (none of the Noga Water Care produces water
respondents for example, wore a suit filters for domestic use. “The filters are
or a tie), in other words, a business ecofriendly because they last forever
without frills where the key questions – explains the general manager
“who is paying and how much will I Avi Shapira - they are fitted with a
gain?” are asked in the beginning of warning indicator that alerts us when
the conversation.
they are 'dirty', but instead of changing
Milega produces garden them you just clean them and they are
and office furniture, but has ready to be used again”. Mr. Shapira
also items for children: “the affirms that the product is ideal for
company was born due to those who look for a middle ground
my personal experience between mineral and tap water.
– tells the owner – I have
four children and together The giants of the north
with my wife we used to After a long day of meetings, on
Workbench Red Tool box, sew their cloths that later our second day we leave Tel Aviv
working bench for children we began selling online. and travel up north, where the
with Cordless Drill
Now I have seventy-five headquarters of most companies
employees and I sell my are. Our tour continues to Carmiel,
products all over the globe”.
to the head office of Keter, the
After a short brake we met the other largest export company in the field
customize in direct and personalized
companies visiting the export institute.
service to our clients, sometimes we
Ron Glowinsky is the marketing
would send them a container with 8
director of Atmor, a company that
different types of products.
produces components for domestic
water heating. “Our products are
quite economical. To the public we sell
them for approximately 150 dollars.
They are ideal for a second home
and help us to keep the electricity
bill low. In England, for example, our Carmel Garden Shed, cabin for tools made of 100%
products are distributed by Leroy recycled metal. Diuk Energy.
Merlin, but in Italy it is hard to find a
trading partner”.
of plastic. Keter is a very modernized
Tal Presenty, is a mechanic engineer company that was founded in 1948
Small demonstration of Ofertex products, all made with
who left his “steady job” about a along with the state of Israel. In
recycled metal.
year ago in order to found his own Italy alone, Keter sells its products
company, Comwise. In his case in Gigante, Brico lo, Bennet, Pan,
as well, personal experience was Iper, Bricoman, Coop and Obi. The
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MADE IN ISRAEL
More than one manufacturer affirmed that the words
“Made in Israel” would or would not appear on the
product, considering its destination. In fact there
are countries in the Middle East they would never
buy Israeli products. Some major manufacturers have
solved the problem by opening an office in Egypt.
Mango II, Shaviv is an innovative manual tool for threading linear and
curvilinear edges, metals and plastics, VARGUS

After the “king” of
plastic we visit a
range of products offered is very company that uses 100% recycled
wide and it aims not only at the DIY iron as a principal material of its
market, but also at the consumer. products, building garden houses.
Everything is manufactured with the The company’s name is Diuk
latest technology and molds and it Energy and it is the sympathetic
takes about 45 seconds to achieve Sharon Bester who welcomes us.
a finished product. “Cantiliver is “Even though we sell all over Europe
one of our best-selling products – including in Spain, we are still absent
says Keter’s marketing manager from the Italian market” – she tells us.
Netzach Sadeh – it’s a practical “Our company has the environmental
tool holder, available in different sizes. value at heart, therefore we use only
“Another best seller is our Flexi line, recycled and ecofriendly materials in
a tool holder to be worn over the our products”.
shoulder in order to have your tools Another company that focuses
reachable. It is ergonomic, flexible on sustainability is Ofertex which
specializes in fabric recycling.
and indestructible.
Ofertex is another Israeli
“giant” and it is the world’s
biggest producer of rags.
ECONOMY IN NUMERS
In Italy, for example,
(Dated 2011)
they produces for Sutter
Company its Emulsio
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
wipes. “It’s a family
235.1 billion dollars
company, supervised by
the fourth generation –
Growth rate of domestic
affirms Shani Strenger,
product (GDP)
V.P. Marketing. “We
4.8%
export to 35 countries
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
around the world and a
per capita
large part of our products
31.000 dollars
is produced with recycled
Inflation rate
material”.
(consumption price)
Leaving Ofertex we reach
3.2%
RAM Quality, another
Youth unemployment
plastic producer that
total population (15-24 years):
offers a vast range of
tool holders, boxes and
14.7% male: 15.7% female: 13.9%
storage solutions. “Italy
Unemployment Rate
is a competitive market
5.6%
and currently we are not
Rate of industrial
exporting there – tells
production growth
us Chen Reizman, sales
2%
manager – but we work
well in France, England,

Germany and Poland. In Germany
we manufacture many items for the
biggest DIY chains.
The last company we visit is the Red
Tool Box, where the regional sales
manager David Breiner is waiting
for us. Their products are kind of
unique; they produce work tools for
children, functioning in all aspects.
“Our first goal is to get father and
son together in the creating and
building of a project. The young boy
learns while having fun and for the
parent it is a way to spend time with
him actively. Our products are real
working tools, but for kids, with the
highest European safety standard.
Our offices are in Israel, but the
production line is in China. Our main
market is America, but we sell also in
Europe, mostly in Germany through
Obi”. In Italy these items are sold
only in toy stores, but soon they will
be sold in supermarkets, DIY and
even in hardware stores, as in the
rest of the world. “We are looking
for partners in Italy, and who knows,
maybe this interview will be helpful”,
says Breiner, smiling.

Atmor’s Blue Wave 405 Termostatic
Touch Button is a heating unit that
allows you to have hot water instantly.
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Name: Hagai Chass
Company: D.F. Omer Ltd.
Products: garden items
Mail: hagai_ao@inter.net.il
Web: www.dfomer.com
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: Tal Presenty
Company: combwise
Products: storage
Mail: tal@combwise.com
Web: www.combwise.com
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: Meirav Peled
Company: Big Wipes (sycamore Group)
Products: hand wipes
Mail: meiravpeled@sycamoreisr.com
Web: www.sycamorewipes.com
Distributor: Intec

Name: Avi Shapira
Company: Noga Water Care
Products: residential water purifiers
Mail: info@nogawater.com
Web: www.nogawater.com
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: Motti Yitzhaki
Company: Vargus Ltd.
Products: threading solutions
Mail: mottiy@vargus.com
Web: www.shaviv.com
Distributor: Novatea

Name: Annabelle Evenhaim
Company: Kapro Industries Ltd.
Products: measurement tools
Mail: annabelle@kapro.com
Web: www.kapro.it
Distributor: Romeo Maestri

Name: Amir Shpitalni
Company: Spiral Supports
Products: shelf holders
Mail: amir@spiralsupports.com
Web: www.spiralsupports.com
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: Netzah Sadeh
Company: Keter Plastic Ltd.
Products: storage
Mail: netzah.sadeh@keter.com
Web: www.keter.com
Distributor: Domus Industriale

Name: Mike Yaniv
Company: Galcon
Products: irrigation
Mail: mikey@galcon.co.il
Web: www.galconc.com
Distributor: Del Taglia S.p.a

Name: Sharon Bester
Company: Diuk Energy
Products: metal lodges
Mail: sharon@diukenergy.com
Web: www.diukpro.co.il
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: Itay Shalit
Company: Terraflex
Products: Industrial tubes and PVC compounds
Mail: itay@terraflex.co.il
Web: www.terraflexhoses.com
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: Shani Strenger
Company: Ofertex
Products: recycled materials
Mail: shani@ofertex.com
Web: www.ofertex.com

Name: Yogev Avisar
Company: Milega Ltd.
Products: tents and garden furniture
Mail: yogi@milega.co.il
Web: www.milega.co.il
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: Chen Raizman
Company: RAM Quality Products Ltd.
Products: storage for hardware and garden
Mail: chen@ramquality.com
Web: www.ramquality.com
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: Ron Glowinsky
Company: Atmor
Products: control units for water heating
Mail: ron@atmor.net
Web: www.atmor.net
Distributor: required in Italy

Name: David Breiner
Company: Red Tool Box
Products: working tools for children
Mail: david@red-toolbox.com
Web: www.red-toolbox.com
Distributor: required in Italy

